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VASoftOnline SEO Promoter, SEO Promoter is a professional tool developed by VASoft, and based on inbound links counting and linking checking technology. SEO Promoter is focused on inbound links, and you can also count outbound links. Google has expressed many times that outbound links are not considered in their search engine algorithm. So, SEO Promoter never counts outbound links. VASoftOnline SEO
Promoter Features: ► Easy to use, And SEO Promoter can be started easily by one click from main interface. The layout of SEO Promoter's interface is friendly for any newbies. ► SEO Promoter can collect keywords and URLs from website, and then it counts and rates outbound links automatically. ► Very easy to insert different web addresses for targeting keywords in the website. For example, if you are a college
student, you can set some keywords related to your college's name. So, your college website's inbound links will be counted up. ► SEO Promoter allows you to create different keyword groups, and then you can create multiple keyword groups and websites in one account. If you want to do some tests, you can remove this by click delete button. So, you can test different keywords with different websites easily. ► SEO

Promoter can track your sites' ranking changes, and provide you with a detailed report. If you want to know how many keywords a site has, and their backlink counts, you just can check and count the report from SEO Promoter's table view. ► SEO Promoter can insert backlink profiles directly from Google, Yahoo! and MSN into the program, so that you can set up some keyword related backlinks with the same accounts
easily. ► SEO Promoter can monitor your websites' rankings, and tell you where your website's ranking is good and bad. As you have set up many websites, you can monitor the statistics of your website one by one. This is very convenient for improving your ranking. ► SEO Promoter can track your websites' backlinks and keywords. You can select a website from the drop down list, and then check the keyword

distribution. If you have many backlinks, you can view their backlink density by clicking the bar at the right. You can delete the links you don't want to track. ► You can also count the inbound links and outbound links of the specific page directly. It's more convenient than the manual way. ► SEO Promoter also

VASoftOnline SEO Promoter X64

1. Major Changes: - Now has the option to download the keywords from the site. - Now can save the keywords inside the textbox, to load them later. - Now can set custom URL for the keywords, by pressing the "Open URL" button. - Now can set the matching mode with the keywords. - Now can set the keyword weighting. - Now has the option to show the backlinks of the keywords. - Now can change the keyword
frequency in the list of keywords. - Now can change the display format of the keyword. - Now can set the number of keywords in the same page. - Now can show whether keywords are in anchor text or not. - Now can show whether keywords are in the heading or not. - Now can specify the position of the keywords. - Now can set a different font for keywords. - Now can make the search keywords bold. - Now can make

keywords italic. - Now can make keywords different color. - Now can display the first 30 keywords. - Now can display the keywords "in cluster". - Now can display the backlinks of the keywords in different color. - Now can display the keyword "groups" - Now can display the backlinks of the keywords in different size. - Now can specify the starting point of the search keywords. - Now can specify the ending point of the
search keywords. - Now can show the keywords into different folders. - Now can show the keywords with more than one page. - Now can show the number of the search keywords. - Now can show the number of the search keywords per page. - Now can sort keywords by: - Keyword frequency - Keyword weighting - Keyword anchor text - Keyword position - Keyword total weight - Keyword total weight per page -

Keyword total weight per domain - Keyword total weight per page and domain - Keyword number of pages - Keyword number of pages per page - Keyword number of pages per domain - Keyword number of pages per domain - Keyword total number of domains - Keyword total number of domains per page - Keyword total number of domains per page and domain - Keyword total number of domains per page and domain -
Keyword total number of pages per domain - Keyword total number of pages per domain - Keyword total number 81e310abbf
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- Easy to use - Generate hundreds of inbound links - Can get your link indexed within 30 minutes - Use as many domains, or sub-domains as you like - Great for blogs and personal sites as well as companies - Generate links to your URL - Generate hundreds of inbound links in just few clicks - Any Site – All Domains – Including Sub-Domains - Links can be generated to directories, blogs, forums, pages, etc. - Supports one-
way links and also support for tracking link popularity - Supports Google, Yahoo, Bing and Baidu - With one click you can generate thousands of inbound links to any site. - Get more than 100 backlinks from any site with one click - Get inbound links from any site at just a single click - URL and domain link building option is included - Generate backlinks to any URL - In one-time link building option you can link any url
to your link. - Include any keyword or text to generate backlinks. - In one-time link building option you can link any url to your link. - Include any keyword or text to generate backlinks. - In one-time link building option you can link any url to your link. - Include any keyword or text to generate backlinks. - Get inbound links from any site with one click - Generate any domain or sub-domain link with any keyword or text -
Generate inbound links to any domain or sub-domain with any keyword or text - Support any keyword or text - Support every kind of linking - In one-time link building option you can link any url to your link. - Generate backlinks to any keyword or text - Get inbound links from any website with one click - You can add more than 10 websites to generate links - Get inbound links from any keyword or text - Add keywords
& text to generate links - Include any keyword or text to generate links - Get inbound links from any keyword or text - Get inbound links from any domain - Get inbound links from any sub-domain - Get inbound links from any domain - Get inbound links from any sub-domain - Add any text - Add keywords - Add domain - Add sub-domain - Add keywords - Add any text - Add any keyword -

What's New in the VASoftOnline SEO Promoter?

VASoft Online SEO Promoter is a handy and reliable SEO application designed to increase your rankings. As you know, your search engine rankings depend on lots of factors; these factors include your site quality & speed, keywords density, social networking sharing, etc. Actually list of factors becomes larger and larger with any Google update. However, the secret here is that main factor was, is and will be certainly
inbound links count and quality. Google engineers can write anything they want in theirs blogs and articles, but page link popularity remains critical for any search engine. And SEO Promoter can supply you with a lot of free backlinks. That is why it is indispensable for anyone who wants to be successful in search marketing. Features: • SEO Promoter automatically creates and publishes XML sitemap. This is the way to
notify search engines about your pages. • You will have full control over how and when to update your sitemap. • SEO Promoter also allows you to find pages in your site that are not in XML format. This is very useful for large sites. • SEO Promoter will submit your sitemap periodically to the major search engines. The frequency of the submissions will be customizable. • Find, analyze and improve links from page to page
and from site to site. • Seo Promoter allows you to find/replace links within the XML sitemap. • Analyze the list of your pages and find the ones that are not being indexed. • Improve the SEO for these pages by submitting them to search engines. • Create new page from existing pages within your site. • Detect the number of pages that are indexed by search engines and update the sitemap accordingly. • Find pages and
pages that don't have any links pointing to them. Create and submit them to search engines. • Find and replace links within the sitemap. • Analyze and show your site's search engine performance metrics. • Analyze the traffic on your site. • Analyze your competitors SEO performance. • Analyze your keywords and phrases. • Analyze your website's structure and your site's hierarchy. • Analyze the competition of your
keywords and phrases. • Analyze your backlink popularity. • Manage your domains, subdomains and folders. • Create directories, subdirectories and subdomains. • Set up your own sitemap, in case you have many pages. • Gather lists of your pages by content and send them to you. • Control the access of your XML sitemap. • Create robots.txt file. I tried this tool, it is awesome tool and it helped me to
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System Requirements For VASoftOnline SEO Promoter:

Windows 7/8/8.1/10 Mac OS X 10.9+ 1 GB system RAM 2 GB HDD space Supported Video Card Nvidia Geforce 7800GTS & ATI Radeon HD 3450 (1680x1050 or higher res) AMD Radeon HD 4000 and below are not supported USB Mouse and Keyboard was a trace event. The vehicle was an eighteen-wheeler in a trailer and, while traveling down the highway, the trailer was struck by a vehicle traveling in the opposite
direction.
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